
At the Speed of Light
What if Einstein was wrong?

BY TIM FOLGER
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Until this strange notion intruded, Magueijo had been
mulling over the most fateful moment in the history of the cos-
mos, an inconceivably brief instant between 10-37 and 10-34

second after the Big Bang. During that tiny interlude, most the-
orists agree, t~~l:SIlre~We . see n -e,· l!ID1~

Ule~~llii'l~Ii~~~ii"'smangp11liH1~;:s'i1igI&pief.!'
.-7;tQ1;he{siz,!l{,)i~~~t has been expanding ever

since, albeit at a more leisurely pace. Inflation, as that pri-
mordial growth spurt is called, has dominated cosmological
theory for the past 20 years because it explains why the uni-
verse looks the way it does today.

But Magueijo never liked inflation. theory. The idea that the
universe expanded from a subatomic mote in less than a billionth
of a trillionth of a trillionth of a second seemed unlikely at best
to him, and there are obvious problems with the theory. It relies
on a mysterious inflationary field and a weird antigravity parti-
cle called an inflaton, neither of which has ever been detected.
Magueijo decided there must be a better explanation, and on
that wet winter morning eight years ago, it cameto him. Cos-

1970s. Now there are tantalizing clues that Magueijo, too, may
be onto something. Observations by an Australian astronomer
suggest, indirectly at least, that the speed of light may indeed
have changed over the past 12 billion years. If those results hold
up, the implications are far richer than even Magueijo could
have imagined on the soccer field that morning: Black holes
may still be black, but they aren't holes; travel to the stars may
not be an impossible dream. The theory even predicts how the
universe might end-and how it may be reborn.

MAGUEIJO IS A HANDSOME MAN OF 35 WITH AN EASY SMILE, NEATLY

trimmed black hair, and an athletic build honed by years of
karate practice. He was born in Evora, Portugal, a small town
southeast of Lisbon that dates to pre- Roman times. His father
was a professor of classics, but Magueijo gravitated to science
at an early age, mastering Einstein's theory of relativity when
he was just 14. By the time he earned his Ph.D., his work in
physics was so impressive that Cambridge awarded him a schol-
arship that had previously been given to Abdus Salam, a Nobel

laureate, and the British physicist Paul Dirac, who
helped build quantum theory.

Magueijo describes himself as an anarchist-
he hates meetings and bureaucracy-yet he
quickly adapted to the rigor and eccentricity
that characterizes Cambridge. He remembers
hearing that one student, citing an obscure,
centuries-old university regulation, requested-
and received-a beer while taking an examina-
tion. Still, there were limits.

"Along the corridors in the physics depart-
ment I would tell.everyone about my big idea;' Magueijo says.
(.9~~®~~~'fue-~~. People either laughed or looked
at melikeI was mad. 'sual1y physicists have this natural cu-
riosity. This didn't trigger natural curiosity. The only thing it
triggered was laughter." When Magueijo began referring to
his theory as VSL, short for varying speed of light, one physi-
cist quipped that it really stood for "very silly."

The disdain threatened more than Magueijo's pride. His re-
search position at Cambridge was near ending, and he needed
to find a permanent academic post. Certain that no univer-
sity would hire him if he openly pursued his theory, Magueijo
concentrated instead on cosmic strings-extremely dense
threads of matter and energy that may crisscross the universe.
"I had to find a job;' he says. "This was the main reason I left
my theory on the side for a bit."

At the time, many theorists thought cosmic strings might
provide a noninflationary explanation for the development
of the early universe. Magueijo's research seemed to show
otherwise-while cosmic strings may exist, they can't replace
inflation. "I wrote a paper that was the death blow to cosmic
strings;' he jokes. Nonetheless, he might have continued to
work on them if not for an unexpected boon. In May 1996
he was awarded a prestigious Royal Society Fellowship. It
fully supports a scientist for as long as a decade and allows
him to work wherever-and on whatever-he wants. "It
meant freedom," he says. "I wasn't going to be under the
pressure of applying for a job fora long time, which means
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When Magtleijo began referring to
his theog as VSL, short for va~ng

speed ofJ,ight, one physicist quj'ppeo
that it reaIly stood for tlv;eJ;)'silly~'

mologists wouldn't need to invoke inflation if they could bring
themselves to give up one of their most sacrosanct laws: The
speed of light is,was, and ever shall be 186,282 miles per second.

Magueijo now believes that for a few moments at the be-
ginning of time, the universe's extreme heat made photons-
particles of light-zip along much faster than 186,282 miles
per second, at almost infinite velocities. Then, as the universe
began to expand and cool, its physical properties abruptly
changed, just as water suddenly transforms into ice at the freez-
ing point. When the temperature dropped below a critical tran-
sition value, light "froze" at the lower speed we now observe.

"It's an act of brutality against the framework of physics;'
he admits. "You're conflicting with Einstein's theory of rela-
tivity-it's very line one. You have to be careful."

Magueijo's ideas have come under heavy fire from some
physicists, but no one takes issue with his brilliance. Even be-
fore he developed an alternative speed-of-light theory, he was
among England's most promising physicists, honored by a
succession of prestigious scholarships. "Ioao is quite coura-
geous;' says John Moffat, a theoretical physicist who recently
retired from the University of Toronto. "He's pushing the en-
velope, saying, 'Let's see what we can get out of this.' He's not
just following the standard route."

Ironically, the same could have been said of Alan Guth, who,
as a young physicist at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
created the theory of inflation. Guth's ideas were decidedly out
of the mainstream when he first formulated them in the late
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!didn't have to solve problems everyone wanted me to solve."
Magueijo soon decided that he'd had enough of cloistered

Cambridge and moved to London to join the physics faculty
at Imperial College. There he found a sympathetic colleague.
"I needed a collaborator," Magueijo says. "These things aren't
the product of a single brain. Theoretical physicists don't do
experiments-we need someone to talk to, someone who will
tell you: This is rubbish."

That collaborator was Andreas Albrecht, then the leading
cosmologist at Imperial. Albrecht had made pivotal contri-
butions to the theory of inflation, but he wasn't convinced
that it held the final answer. "The way science really produces
satisfactory results is when you have competing ideas playing
out against each other," Albrecht says. "And then after a lot of
work and tension and competition, one clearly wins out." No
one had ever devised a significant alternative to inflation.

ALBRECHT AND MAGUEIJO WORKED IN SECRET AT FIRST. IF THEY WERE

going tosecond-guess Einstein, they had to have something

PHOTOGRAPH BY MARK MATTOCK

solid before going public. Their idea was revolutionary, but
their methods were old school. They worked as Einstein did,
on paper or blackboard, betting on the power of pure thought.
"For more than a year and a half, I hardly did anything else,"
Magueijo says. "It was very depressing sometimes because to
the outside world suddenly I had stopped being productive.
Of course I hadn't, but I didn't tell anyone what I was doing."

The physicists assumed their theory affected only the very
early universe. Once the speed of light froze at its current rate,
the standard rules of physics would apply. But in that brief
initial moment, a variable speed of light would solve two fun-
damental puzzles of cosmology.

The first is something physicists call the horizon problem:
No matter which way astronomers look in the sky, the uni-
verse-at the very largest scales-looks the same. Clusters of
galaxies spangle the cosmos in a remarkably uniform manner.
How is it possible for opposite sides of the universe to be so
similar? According to Einstein, the force of gravity, which de-
termines the arrangement of everything in space, travels at the
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speed of light. How could such widely separated regions affect
one another when the effectsof gravity and other forces wouldn't
have enough time to journey across the universe and back?

The theory of inflation solves the problem by suggesting
that the regions of the universe once were in direct contact-
back when the universe was only a few inches around, shortly
after the Big Bang. Inflation simply blew them up, preserving
the overall uniformity that astronomers still see.

What Magueijo realized was that variable light speed offered
an easier solution. Iflight traveled much faster in the early uni-
verse, so would effectslike gravity and temperature, which would
have connected different regions of the cosmos without the
need for inflation. "That was my first thought walking across
that field,"Magueijo says. ''Avarying speed of light could actu-
ally explain where the cosmic unity of the universe comes from:'

THE SECOND CHALLENGE FACING MAGUEIJO AND ALBRECHT'S THEORY

was more daunting. Cosmologists say that the shape of the
universe is "flat," meaning that it's delicately poised between
two extremes: eternal expansion and imminent implosion. If
it had less matter-and therefore gravity-to brake its ex-
pansion, it would eventually swell to the point where we could
no longer see any galaxies outside our own. If it had too much
matter it would cave in on itself, crushing everything into an
infinitely dense speck. Only a universe with just the right
amount of matter and gravity would slow the expansion and
reach a state of equilibrium.

In the four-dimensional mathematics that physicists use to
describe the shape of the universe, each of these three possi-
bilities corresponds to a unique geometry. A universe that col-
lapses is the four-dimensional equivalent of a sphere; a runaway
expansion produces a saddle-shaped universe. I "
tetif.IIIi~~•• ~~lr)'1¥~T#We basic~l ave two
catastrophes, a ~ig crunch and an empty universe, looming
oyer us," Magueijo says. '~l1!lffl5un'l~'~~<i.~~;.~"

ttlB,scal~·of{eleGctr0nslan(hnel:ltEQ;nSlen eng)'l';arr4Ip.a;~til:bl~~d,f
matter ean spontaneously manifesf~6utof'sheern0thingn~,
but"'Cfrfly{orafew1'leetin'winstantS, and thaypr.omptlywani$t
again. That wasn't the case with Magueijo and Albrecht's the-
ory. Energy could appear out of the vacuum and remain per-
manently in the universe. It could also drain away into the
vacuum, leaving the cosmos forever.

This was bad news. Aside from varying the speed of light,
Magueijo and Albrecht hoped to affect conventional physics
as little as possible. The last thing they wanted to do was vio-
late another basic law. They were at a dead end.

IN APRIL 1997, MAGUEIjO LEFT LONDON FOR A THREE-WEEK VACATION

in Goa, a former Portuguese colony on India's west coast. If
we live in a flat universe, much of Goa seems to inhabit a cos-
mos of its own, a special space-time where the 1960s never
ended. "It's a fun place, very psychedelic," Magueijo says. "The
hippie scene is completely crazy. Some of them live in the tops
of trees and go around completely naked."

It was just what Magueijo needed. After unwinding for a few
days, he found himself scribbling on menus and jotting equa-
tions on napkins. "Most of my insights came from this period;'
he says. "It happens all the time. You try and try and it doesn't
work. You stop thinking about it and it just comes." Back in
London, Magueijo told Albrecht about his new inspiration:
The solution to the flatness problem lay in the very violations
of energy conservation that had seemed such a problem.

Magueijo's reasoning, ironically, harked back to Einstein. Ac-
cording to the general theory of relativity, space isn't a vast,
empty theater; it's more like a hilly landscape, a cosmic terrain
pocked by planets, stars, and galaxies. The greater a planet's
mass or a galaxy's energy, the deeper the curvature in space-
time .•B:ef@Fe"Bfrrstem,c~Iegt'ilI~@1l>1~1i;§:wflEdj.\ilf(jug~jdQ~b&ttlgg€cl~
~~~~i~~m~§;t~~~.%_~~k{~J~~~A;;th;€Yimoi>:'e~l
tllrmt"-mt'Ce. After Einstein, they simply followed the invisi-
ble contours of space-time, dipping into shallow troughs around
small planets or plunging into deep valleys around stars. Even
light swerveswhen it passes a starA~~~- Jips@,
,""-mr~-~i~amglf- g'."asoif
sliQmli¥mlr~lU'ket1eR;"sUlt,confirming Einstein's theory.

-ff>itt.QJz!£¥;;iL1l4Wfl'!~~},;4i~JQ]$.%J:<lii€e~i[fue}t!hen:th~.sp0ht;fl
!li@'Q!~.&~~1lliQ~b];:itl1l:$~P;c:1it1!l\J.g,~2~~gfij[w.~~.~te17,}'~
Magueijo's theory, \:'L(;1jjjf(E€lfan.g:~Wlt~l!,-t&~JimL(~;;I~f·m~gpL~'lr§tp

·mi1!Flili'g]tlktl;,a:n'~k!Qlif@R!t~.;:_Spring:
tj;(t;UtYiW~j)t~"'~f~~,!l~~itfc~t.<f§nrR•.B€~1fs:e-'Dj;Mf~'Greaif<frr4lfdtal~sttii!tim1mi:ejf-.

wmr_U'_~a~grsp€W(}lHight~iilliVfltseFeboun(\)s
;'~9C~,,-,~~;_~~';t:Q~Dal~Kwg~1l1re~ '-->~--~

According to Magueijo's equations, it works like this: If the
nascent universe has too much matter, its overabundance
turns into energy, which simply vanishes into the vacuum.

y vas g e size of the cosmos just after the Big
Bang, inflation skirts both catastrophes. It stretches out space-
time in a single, magnificent burst-imagine a saddle or a
sphere being pulled from all directions until it completely flat-
tens out. But how could a varying speed of light possibly af-
fect the flatness of the universe?

Despite months of trying, Magueijo and Albrecht couldn't
find an answer. Everything they tried seemed to produce non-
sensical, contradictory equations. "As soon as you allow for a
varying speed of light inside any physical theory, it's such a
mess that you can't imagine it," Magueijo says.

One obstacle was most worrisome. By letting the speed of
light vary with time, the VSL theory broke another funda-
mental law: the conservation of energy.. .
;_~t~~0J.Ul~~p.J.lI~tW'~n On
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Einstein's laws don't completely rule out th~ pos-
sibility of interstellar travel, but they do make it
extremely unlikely. Any would-be starship cap-
tain faces two obstacles. First, nothing can travel
faster than the speed of light. Since the closest
star to Earth is about four light-years away, even
a spaceship traveling at half the speed of light
would need eight years for the voyage. (Such a
starship would be about 18,000 times faster
than a space shuttle in orbit.) Second, Einstein's

theory of special relativity dictates that time it-
self would flow much more slowly on a rocket
moving at near light speeds than it would on
Earth. So even if we could build fast stars hips,
would anyone want to travel in them?

"The problem with interstellar travel is not

really that things are so far away-it's coming
back and firiding that what for you was one
year was 1 million years on Earth. That is pretty
depressing," says physicist Joao Magueijo.

Fortunately, Magueijo's varying speed of
light theory could exploit a loophole in Ein-
stein's unbreachable rules. Magueijo admits
the idea is far-fetched-something he pursued
for fun. But it is mathematically consistent
within the framework of his theory. He calls it
fast-track space travel. The tracks in this case
are cosmic strings: concentrated strands of
energy, thinner than an;ttom, left llyerJfqm
the Big Bang. No one has yet observed cosmic 4f·
strings, but some theories predict that they

should crisscross the cosmos. A three-foot-

long piece of one cosmic string would weigh
about the same as Earth.

According to Magueijo's calculations, the
speed of light near a cosmic string would in-
crease dramatically: A spaceship traveling on
one of these fast tracks could go well above the
standard speed of Iight-186,282 miles per sec-
ond-while still traveling at a fraction of the ac-

celerated light-speed limit around the cosmic
string. The laws of special relativity would still

hold-time would slow down for the travelers.
But because they would be traveling at a fraction

. of the cosmic string's light-speed limr'tJrthe ef-
,,',,<'~)-.;':

fect would be minimized; astronauts could travel
to the stars and return to Earth to find that

months, not centuries, had passed. - T. F.

Less matter means less curvature, so the universe flattens out.
If the universe has too little matter at the beginning of time
and is on the verge of being blown open, then it draws en-
ergy-and thus mass-from the vacuum. The increase in
mass reins in the runaway cosmos, again flattening it out.

Magueijo hastens to note that energy conservation was vi-

olated only in the very ear1y universe (and perhaps will be
again in the distant future). At all other times, the usual laws
of physics hold true. As for the vacuum itself-this strange
region that spontaneously creates and destroys energy-
Magueijo's description of it is less opportunistic than it seems.
Many physicists assume that the vacuum is a vast reservoir of
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energy rather than the quintessence of nothingness. It may
even be the source of so-called dark energy that seems to drive
the expansion of the universe.

WITH THEIR THEORY WRAPPED UP, MAGUEljO AND ALBRECHT WERE

ready to go public. In 1997 they submitted a paper titled "Time
Varying Speed of Light as a Solution to the Cosmological Prob-
lems" to the journal Physical Review D, the same journal in
which Alan Guth had published his seminal paper on the the-
ory of inflation in 1981. The editors, naturally skeptical of an
article claiming to reinterpret Einstein, demanded several re-
visions before accepting it. "There was a one-year battle,"
Magueijo says. "Normally you get a paper through within a
month. A year is very pathological."

When the paper was finally published in January 1999,
Magueijo and Albrecht braced themselves for a critical on-
slaught. "I think it is a giant step backwards and will never
catch on:' says Neil Turok, a cosmologist at Cambridge Uni-
versity who also happens to be a good friend of Magueijo's.
"Yo~ get more bang for the theoretical buck with inflation
than you do with the varying speed of light."

Michael Turner, a cosmologist at the University of Chicago,
feels that any alternative to inflation can be taken seriously
only if it can account for all the cosmological mysteries that

says, "this is certainly one of the most important discoveries
in the last 100 years."

Webb used data collected by the world's most powerful tele-
scope-the Keck, perched on the summit of Mauna Kea,
13,796 feet up on the Big Island of Hawaii. He looked at light
from 68 quasars-extremely bright young galaxies-as much
as 12 billion light-years from Earth. During the light's long
journey to Earth, it passed through clouds of intergalactic
gas. In doing so, the light's spectra changed, depending on
the chemical elements in the clouds.

The details of such spectral shifts are expressed mathemati-
cally by the so-called fine-structure constant, which consists of
four components, including the speed of light. The constant
should remain the same no matter where or when it's mea-
sured-that's why it's called a constant. But Webb found oth-
erwise. In the intergalactic clouds, the "constant" was smaller
than the expected value by one part in 100,000. This means one
or more elements of the fine-structure constant-possibly the
speed of light-must have varied by the same amount. Iflight
did travel that much faster 12 billion years ago, when it left the
remotest quasars Webb studied, it would be consistent with
Magueijo's theory. The difference may seem tiny, but it floored
physicists around the world, including its discoverer. "I was ab-
solutely stunned, yeah:' Webb says."I certainly didn't expect it,"

Still, not many physicists are ready to give up on
Einstein. "These are complicated systems they're
looking at," Neil Turok says. "There are all sorts of
things that can go wrong. Clouds of gas that could
be turbulent; there could be lumps in the clouds,
jets, and streams. Each of these things would affect
what Webb measures. Personally, I think we'll need
a much cleaner method if we're going to believe a
result of such importance."

Webb sympathizes with the critics. "I often think
that this is such an outrageous result that it must be

wrong," he says. "But then again, when you look back at the
history of the way things have happened in physics, even within
the last 100 years, there have been equally-at least equally-
outrageous results."

Right or wrong, Webb's results triggered a surge of interest
in Magueijo's work. Where he once had just one collaborator,
he now has several around the world. For the past two years,
Magueijo has been working with Lee Smolin, a leading theo-
retical physicist at the Perimeter Institute near Toronto. Magueijo
and Smolin are exploring whether the varying speed of light
theory might help physicists achieve an elusive goal: the uni-
fication of the microscopic world of quantum mechanics with
the cosmic realm described by general relativity. Magueijo sus-
pects that physicists will never unify the two theories without
breaking rules. He points to Dirac, his forerunner at Cam-
bridge. "Dirac thought it was completely ridiculous to assume
that the laws of nature have never changed;' he says. "The uni-
verse might be trying to tell us something."

inflation explains. "I think we can now say that inflation has
much of the truth about the early universe," he says. "Notice
I said much, I didn't say all. It has passed a series of tests. The
question is, how much of the truth? To get in the front door
with another theory, you at least have to be consistent with
inflation, and step one is being able to make predictions."

Magueijo says his theory can match inflation's accomplish-
ments and insists inflation rests on shaky ground. "The infla-
tionar field is a mysterious thing no one has ever seen," he
says.~- • xactly the opposite.

. We just say the
p YSICSwas 1 . est es, he says,iilS1t\'~fi¥ff;'ltf
~mpaJt£{m~olMif6aQ~s..iliJlGl,:tlre-oJeY'.Iik'~mflatioQ.,'Witml1iiSiH@W-'.P
B.4lrbt~hi\li. "JiIDhgS. retia 'rriaUx;;,.rlPt e," ri:e~w;h~
It'JIi%~fii~lii~~~:iJAP.~It'S true-of~mans; i~~s~ue ot
everythmg. THen we start growmg.~k ~;.2a-J!~tlE~m,1m~J;~
mjJ1g§g·$:tiI.nR~~0.IDn-g,~~~1~g~~€I'jI

MAGUEljO'S BABY STARTED LOOKING MUCH BETTER TWO YEARS AGO. THAT

was when a discovery by John Webb, an astronomer at the
University of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia, made
headlines around the world. "If the results are correct;' Turner
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SITTING IN HIS OFFICE AT IMPERIAL COLLEGE ONE RAINY OCTOBER

afternoon, Magueijo wonders about the end of the universe, as
he once wondered about its beginning. Astronomers have recently



In conventional physics, light simply falls into
a black hole-just like anything else that wan-
ders too near those chasms in space-time-and
never comes out again. That doesn't happen in
Magueijo's universe. According to his calcula-
tions, if the varying speed of light theory turns

'out to be right, light comes to a full stop at the

very edge ottheblack hole; it freezes and never
enters the hole. Moreover, since nothing can
travel faster than the speed of light-even in
Magueijo's theory-all other motion halls at the
black hole's surface too. Nothing falls in. So
black holes aren't really holes after all.

"A black hole is like an edge to space,"

Magueijo explains. "Nothing can come out, but
nothing can go in either."

Ifan unlucky astronaut traveling along a cos-
mic string were to swerve near a black hole, the
spaceship would seem to move more and more
slowly. The black hole would, remain forever in
the distance, an unreachable obstacle. - T.F.

discovered that the expansion rate of the universe seems to be
accelerating, driven perhaps by the same vacuum energy that
shaped the universe some 15 billion years ago, According to
Magueijo's calculations, this surge in the expansion rate is but
a prelude to another stupendous infusion of energy from the
vacuum in the far distant future. When that happens, the uni-
verse will essentially undergo another Big Bang. This sequence
of Big Bang, expansion, BigBang, would never end. If the vary-
ing speed of light theory is right, the universe is eternal.

A phone call interrupts his musings. Magueijo talks excit-
edly for a few minutes, then hangs up. "That was John Bar-
row,"he says. Barrow, a physicist at Cambridge, told him about
a research team that just might be able to create an earthbound
version of Webb's measurement of spectral shifts. Instead of

ILLUSTRATION BY LEO ESPINOSA

looking for changes over billions of years, as Webb did, the re-
searchers would set up a tabletop experiment that would run
for two years. Since Webb's results suggest a decrease of only
one part in 100,000 in the speed oflight over 12 billion years,
any change in two years would be even more minuscule-and
extremely difficult to measure. But because the experiment
would be done on Earth, the results would be much more con-
vincing-and repeatable by other physicists,

"There you have it," Magueijo says. "A phone call can
change everything. Only a few minutes ago I never thought
an experiment on Earth would be possible. It's a surprising
world." He shakes his head and remembers that rainy morn-
ing eight years ago. "Maybe if I hadn't had a hangover, I never
would have thought of it." IEl
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